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Shopee Seller incorporation criteria
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Shopee Entry procedure for sellers

Provide company-

related information

and qualification 

certificates.

Online application
• Shopee.cn

• Official WeChat official account / Tik Tok account / 

WeChat channel "Shopee Cross-border E-commerce"

• Official Kwai account "Official Shopee"

• Official applet "Shopee Investment Promotion"

01

02 The shop 

has been 

opened 

successfully

Approved03

04
Note: please be sure to enter the platform through the 

Official Shopee with real information



Shopee Platform discount and support

Commission

For new sellers,

the commission for the first 

three months is free

(5%-6% commission will be 

charged after three months)

Customer

contact

After entry, the customer 

manager of Shopee will 

contact with the customer

and shares market demands 

and updated policies 

at each site in real time.

The technology 

R&D team is 

settled in 

Shenzhen

Chinese cross-border 

sellers will be fully 

supported to 

vigorously develop cross-

border business

Online and 

offline training

Shopee will online regularly 

share the latest market 

information through 

announcements and WeChat 

official account

and offline organizes to 

share skills and

analyze successful cases

Subsidy

The platform carefully builds

SLS logistics services

and provides logistics 

solutions

as well as freight subsidies.
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Shopee

Please be sure to look for the following channels:

Shopee shop application

• Official website delivery: http://shopee.cn/;

• Official WeChat official account, WeChat channel, Tik Tok account: Shopee Cross-

border E-commerce

• Official Kwai account: Official Shopee

• Official applet: Shopee Investment Promotion

• Attend the investment promotion conference of Shopee and directly contact with the 

investment promotion manager on site.



Shopee Shopee shop application

Follow the prompts to apply for 

opening a shop step by step;

After filling in the form, Shopee

will send the audit information to

your QQ mailbox
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Introduction to the function of the seller center of Shopee - [Finance -

Bank Accounts] My Wallet
Shopee will pay the order settlement amount to the

seller's account through the third-party payment

partners Payoneer, PingPong or LianLian Pay

twice a month in the middle of the month and at

the end of the month.

*Note: In 2020, the sellers of new shops will

receive the emails automatically sent by the

system to open parent accounts and

subaccounts. After parent accounts and

subaccounts are activated, payment passwords

(wallet passwords) shall be set before the third-

party payment accounts are bound in the

background of the seller center.

Description of setting parent accounts and

subaccounts: https://shopee.cn/edu/article/5675

Description of binding the wallet password:

https://shopee.cn/edu/article/4561

If the account has been bound successfully, "Active"

will shown on the card. On the contrary, if the

account has not been bound successfully, or the

binding operation has not been performed, it's gray.

https://shopee.cn/college/12/21/240
https://shopee.cn/edu/article/5675
https://shopee.cn/edu/article/4561


How to bind the collection 

account

Register the parent account
Set the payment 
password on the 

subaccount platform

Bind the collection account 
to the seller center

Step I Step II
Step III



Register the parent account of Shopee

Dear new seller, your mailbox used for parent account registration will receive an email to invite account activation. Please click

"Activate Account" according to the email instructions to enter the parent account and subaccount platforms to complete the

activation of the parent account. After the activation of the parent account is completed, the parent account and its password will

be used in subsequent operations!



Understand the payment password

The [payment password] is the password to be used for any payment / bank account binding. Please distinguish it from the login 

password!

The [payment password] can only be set and changed on the subaccount platform with the parent account!

Subaccount platform: https://subaccount.shopee.com/login/



Set the payment password

Step I: login the subaccount platform (https://subaccount.shopee.com/login/) with the parent account(XXX: main).



Set the payment password

Step II: click My Account - Payment Password - Set



Set the payment password

Step II: click My Account - Payment Password - Set 

[Note] For security reasons, you are required to enter the[login password of the parent account] and use the verification code 

received by your mailbox or mobile phone number for verification.



Set the payment password

Step II: click My Account - Payment Password - Set.

After verification, create the payment password and save it!

Tips for setting the payment

password!

1. The payment password

cannot be the same as the

login password, and the

password length shall be 8-16

digits.

2. If multiple shops are bound

to the parent account, this

payment password will be

applicable to all shops under

the same parent account!



Bind the collection account

Step I: login theseller center with the [parent account password]  

XXX: main

Parent account password



Bind the collection account

Step II: click the bank account. [Note] After clicking, you are required to enter the [login password of the parent account] for 

safety reasons.



Bind the collection account

Step II: enter Bank Account - My Payment - Payoneer / LianLian Pay / Pingpong (select one to 

register / login)

[Note] After clicking Register / Login, you are required to enter the [payment password] for the next 

operation.



Bind the collection account

Step III: After binding, it is blue and in the active state, which means that the binding operation is completed!



Payment rules

1. Twice a month. Please first find out the orders in the first half of the month up to the loan date (only the payment for

orders completed in the first half of the month is allocated each time). If no payment is made this time, it will

be postponed to the next time; The monthly payment time is about within the 4th-10th day and the 22nd-30th

day, which may be delayed or advanced by 2 days due to the different working days and the transfer cycles of various

banking systems.

2. If the collection account is bound this month, it will take effect and receive the payment next month.

3. In terms of payment currency: the payment currency in Singapore is SGD; the payment currency in Indonesia is

IDR; the payment currency in Thailand / Malaysia / Taiwan / Philippine is USD. The withdrawal currency of the Vietnam

site "Lianlian" is determined by sellers.



Exception handling:

If there is any exception in the binding process, please login the 

seller learning center of Shopee for more details!

The learning center of Shopee: https://shopee.cn/edu/home

The parent account and subaccount system of Shopee: 

https://shopee.cn/edu/article/5675

Binding of the collection account of Shopee: 

https://shopee.cn/edu/article/4612

Introduction to the payment process of Shopee: 

https://shopee.cn/edu/article/4610
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Website and App of each Shopee site

Mobile Shopee App download

Address: scan the QR code on the right or enter the "shopee.cn" official 

website - pull the home page to the bottom - you can choose the APP 

download route.

Note: If the corresponding site cannot be found, please contact with the 

manager.

The background address of each Shopee site:

Enter the "shopee.cn" official website - pull the home page to the 

bottom - you can choose the background of the sellers of 7 major sites.

The foreground address of each Shopee site:

Enter the "shopee.cn" official website - pull the home page to the 

bottom - you can choose the foreground of the buyers of 7 major 

markets.



The foreground-background login websites of 
each site:

Buyer entrance of Shopee:

Taiwan: https://xiapi.xiapibuy.com/

Indonesia: https://id.xiapibuy.com/

Thailand: https://th.xiapibuy.com/

Singapore: https://sg.xiapibuy.com/

Vietnam: https://sg.xiapibuy.com/

Malaysia: https://my.xiapibuy.com/

Philippines: https://ph.xiapibuy.com/

Seller entrance of Shopee:

https://seller.xiapi.shopee.cn/account/signin?next=%2F

Shopee APP download:

https://shopee.cn/android-download

https://xiapi.xiapibuy.com/
https://id.xiapibuy.com/
https://th.xiapibuy.com/
https://sg.xiapibuy.com/
https://sg.xiapibuy.com/
https://my.xiapibuy.com/
https://ph.xiapibuy.com/
https://seller.xiapi.shopee.cn/account/signin?next=/
https://shopee.cn/android-download


Shopee
Malaysian site

Each site page module of Shopee APP



Shopee Taiwan site



Shopee Indonesian site



Shopee Thailand market



Shopee Singapore site



Shopee Vietnam market



Shopee Philippine market
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Introduction to the function of the background seller center of Shopee

2

4

1. [Order]

View the sold order / logistics / refund / 

return information

2. [Product]

Upload / edit products and view illegal 

commodities

3. [Marketing Centre]

Submit the registration information of 

commodities participating in platform activities 

and set the multiple promotion activities of the 

shop

4. [Finance]

View the shop revenue and add the third-party 

payment accounts supported by Shopee

5. [Data]

View the performance data and penalty points 

of the shop

7. [Announcements]

View the announcements of platform-related 

sites

6. [Shop]

Settings related to shop decoration / logistics / 

notification



2

4

1. All

Include unpaid orders, orders to be shipped, shipped orders, completed orders, canceled 

orders and

return / refund orders

2. View Shipping Details

Click to view detailed information such as order logistics status, the buyer's receiving 

address, order products and order amount

3. Arrange Shipment

For undelivered orders, click this button to operate order shipment

Introduction to the function of the seller center of Shopee -

[Order-My Orders] My Orders

Shipment procedure:

1. Click "Arrange Shipment" on the page [To Ship] of the 

order to be shipped to apply for shipment number.

2. Click [Print Waybill] to print out the shipping list, download 

the corresponding pdf file and print the express sheet (10*10 

cm) as required

*Note: please click in DTS to apply for the shipment 

number, so that goods are shipped to the logistics 

transit warehouse as soon as possible



2

4

[Marketing Center] marketing activities

- Keyword advertisements / promotion discount / registration activity / 

money off coupon / top picks

[Shopee Event]

1. Campaigns

The platform will carry out the corresponding theme activities within 

different time categories

2. Shopee Shocking Sales

The platform will carry out irregular official limited-time spike 

activities

[Marketing Tools]

1. My Ads (keyword promotion)

Buying keyword services can improve the exposure of products on the 

platform and attract more customers

2. Discount Promotions

Shop promotion discount set to improve the conversion rate of shop 

products

3. Vouchers

Shop discount vouchers can be set by yourself to attract buyers to buy 

more than items once.

4. My Shop Shocking Sale

The limited-time sale activities of the shop can be set by yourself to 

achieve low-cost customer attraction effect

5. Top picks

The hot products in the shop are selected as top picks

6. Follow Prize

Buyers are guided to pay attention to the shop and increase the 

conversion rate of the shop

7. Shipping Fee Promotion

The freight discount of shop products can be set by yourself to increase 

the order quantity.

Introduction to the function of the seller center of Shopee - [Marketing Center]



2

4

Introduction to the function of the seller center of Shopee - [Finance -

Bank Accounts] My Wallet

Shopee will pay the order settlement amount to 

the seller's account through the third-party 

payment partners Payoneer, PingPong or 

LianLian Pay twice a month in the middle of the 

month and at the end of the month.

*Note: In 2020, the sellers of new shops will receive the 

emails automatically sent by the system to open 

parent accounts and subaccounts. After parent 

accounts and subaccounts are activated, payment 

passwords (wallet passwords) shall be set before the 

third-party payment accounts are bound in the 

background of the seller center.

Description of setting parent accounts and 

subaccounts: https://shopee.cn/edu/article/5675

Description of binding the wallet password:

https://shopee.cn/edu/article/4561

If the account has been bound successfully, "Active" will 

shown on the card. On the contrary, if the account has not 

been bound successfully, or the binding operation has not 

been performed, it's gray.

https://shopee.cn/college/12/21/240
https://shopee.cn/edu/article/5675
https://shopee.cn/edu/article/4561
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5%-6% commission 

Orders with commission:

(1) The transaction commission is only charged for completed orders (the commission charging base does not include the freight of the order);

(2) No transaction commission will be charged if the order is canceled;

(3) After the first site of the platform is opened, the same seller will be free of commission during the first three months (if other sites are opened three months 

before the first site is opened, they will also be free of commission during the first three months).

Note: Shopee platform reserves the right of final interpretation and does not exclude the adjustment to charging items and standards. The current version rate 

remains valid before releasing a new commission rate by Shopee platform.

5%-6% commission will be charged, but new sellers will be exempted 

from commission for the first three months.

(subject to the time when the shop is established)



Transaction service charge 2%

On January 1, 2019, Shopee platform began to charge sellers a 2% transaction service fee, which

is the transaction service charge to be paid actually to the transaction settlement service provider.

Calculation method of transaction service charge: 2% of the total payment of the order

(including the freight paid by the buyer after using coupons or Shopee coin).

1. The transaction service charge will be charged for completed orders (including orders for

payment on delivery and non-payment on delivery), will not charged for unfinished orders, canceled

orders and refunded orders;

2. The transaction service charge will be charged based on the order amount (including the

freight paid by the buyer);

3. The charging rate of the service charge is 2%;

4. The service charge is independent of the platform commission and will not be exempted during

the first three month.

For example, an order with a payment amount of USD 100.

Total payment amount: USD 100

Transaction service charge: USD 100 x 2% = USD 2
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Logistics prescription and reference fee of each site

Taiwan

Singapore

Thailand

Malaysia



Logistics prescription and reference fee of each site

Philippines

Indonesia

Vietnam

Brazil



Calculation of freight based on SLS logistics channel - Malaysia market

Concept

Actual freight (paid by Shopee on behalf of the buyer): the fee for transporting 

from the Shopee transfer warehouse to the buyer, which will be settled by the 

platform with the seller after the order is completed.

Calculation formula

Actual freight (paid by Shopee on behalf of the buyer) = price 

of first weight +(actual weight - first weight)/unit of additional 

weight * unit price per additional weight+additional charge for 

exceeding 0.8 KG.

Example:

What is the actual freight of SLS logistics as for commodities sold 

to Malaysia's Area B weigh 1.5 KG after being packaged?

Actual freight (paid by Shopee on behalf of the buyer) = 5.95+(1.5-

0.01)/0.01 * 0.15+(1.5-0.8)/0.25 * 2.2 = RM 34.46.

Note: The latest rate is subject to the seller bulletin board and platform rules of Shopee platform! 

(Website: http://shopee.cn)



Calculation of commodity price based on SLS logistics —— Malaysian market

Concept
1. Actual freight (paid by Shopee on behalf of the buyer): the fee for transporting from the Shopee transfer warehouse to the buyer, 

which will be settled by the platform with the seller after the order is completed.

2. Seller's order income: including cost, profit, domestic express fee, etc.

3. Commodity price: the price of commodity sold to consumers after discount.

4. Platform rules: The buyer will pay part of the freight, and the remaining freight (the actual freight minus the freight paid by the 

buyer) will be hidden by the seller into the commodity price, that is, the "hidden price”

Note: The latest rate is subject to the seller bulletin board and platform rules of Shopee platform! (Website: http://shopee.cn)



Example:

How much will be hidden by the seller for commodities sold to KV area and weighed 0.5 KG after being packaged?

Hidden price = weight /0.01* RM 0.15, =0.5/0.01*0.15=7.5 RM

Calculation formula

Commodity price = seller's order income+actual freight (paid by Shopee on behalf of the buyer)-freight paid by the buyer (including 

additional charge).

=seller's order income+price of first weight +(actual weight-first weight)/unit of additional weight * unit price per additional weight 

+additional charge for exceeding 0.8 KG-freight paid by the buyer (including additional charge)

Calculation of commodity price based on SLS logistics —— Malaysian market

Please scan the QR code below 

for pricing tools

It is obtained based on the formula:

Commodity price = seller's order income+weight /0.01*RM 0.15, weight unit: KG

Hidden price = weight /0.01* RM 0.15, weight unit: KG

Note: The seller will add the freight difference of RM 0.15 in the commodity price for each 10 g of commodity; fill in the weight of the commodity 

being packaged when uploading



List of hidden price tools of logistics and freight

Markets Links Extraction code

Singapore https://pan.baidu.com/s/1uIjBWXgXk_rR_Bcmrh54Uw r7d4

Malaysia https://pan.baidu.com/s/1DMobfNo1QnKDUZx07dzuyg jgw4

Indonesia https://pan.baidu.com/s/1mFzhN177KXeyQAcZJkl3Uw ejug

Taiwan https://pan.baidu.com/s/1wUWQmZm868t-EOdnK2a9Lg Not required

Thailand https://pan.baidu.com/s/1pqyBo2jQFOg2qx8p1xmyxA atu

Philippines https://pan.baidu.com/s/1vWwLTE7-W9hJ9SL1vGVJIg iutn

Vietnam https://pan.baidu.com/s/1qFuUuhbrKCCJpC52SS8Zww 7jjt

Brazil https://pan.baidu.com/s/1aq-OKHf3ztTNRLcRYgK0zA 6ye7

Note: The latest hidden price list is subject to the Policies Guideline in the seller bulletin board and 

platform rules of Shopee platform!

https://shopee.cn/college/11/22/206
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How to check the details of the order (subject to the completed order)

Order amount = the total price of the commodity

Total freight amount = the fee that the seller shall pay for logistics

Transaction & credit card service charges = commission (the new seller is free of commission during 

the first three months)+activity commission (activities with freight free)+transaction service charges



Fee details shown on the background

1. Check the income details

2. Freight fees

3. Platform cost

(1) Platform commission: 5%-6%

(2) Service charges for participating in 

free freight activities, etc.

(3) Transaction service charge: 2%

Please refer to the completed order for checking the income details!
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TO know the final pricing logic of commodities

It is necessary to find out the meaning of the so-called SLS freight (borne by the seller)

For orders of SLS channel, no matter how heavy each order is and how many pieces are 

bought by the buyer, a part of fixed freight will be provided only.

(For some sites, such as Malaysia site, the buyers shall pay additional charges if

commodities they buy exceed the first weight; basically, they only need to pay the freight

of first weight if commodities are not heavy)

However, logistics providers charge freight from sellers by weight, without price 

difference between them.

If the freight difference is not hidden in the product price, this part of the freight difference 

is actually paid by the seller.

So, we shall included the freight difference involved into the price; in the formula below,

calculate the freight difference as SLS freight (borne by the seller), namely the hidden 

price.



Final pricing logic of commodities=

= cost+profit+domestic freight +SLS freight (borne by the seller)+transaction 

service charge+commission

Final pricing decomposition

Calculation formula for final pricing of commodities

Final price of commodities=

[cost+profit+domestic freight +SLS freight (borne by the seller)]+*(100%+6%+2%) + 

freight of the buyer *2%



Final pricing decomposition

Example-Malaysia site

How to price the mobile phone shell (package sold to KV area and weighed 100 g after being 

packaged) with cost price of 3 RM, profit of 2 RM, domestic freight of 1 RM?

First of all, freight borne by the seller= weight /0.01*0.15 RM, weight unit: KG 

That is, SLS freight (borne by the seller) = 0.1/0.01*0.15=1.5 RM

Based on the final pricing formula of commodities, price =

[cost+profit+domestic freight +SLS freight (borne by the seller)]+*(100%+6%+2%) + freight of the buyer 

*2%

Final price = (3+2+1+1.5) * (100%+6%+2)+3.8 * 2% ≈ 8.2 RM 

Calculation formula for final pricing of commodities

Final price of commodities=

[cost+profit+domestic freight +SLS freight (borne by the seller)]+*(100%+6%+2%) + freight of the buyer 

*2%

The latest rate is subject to the seller bulletin board and platform rules of Shopee platform! (Website: http://shopee.cn)



Pricing tips

1. The price obtained based on commodity pricing formula is discounted price, so a certain discount 

margin should be reserved

If 20% off sale is provided for the mobile phone shell shown in the above figure, the original price is 

8.2/0.8=10.25 RM

2. New sellers are free of commissions three months before a shop is opened, so they can 

appropriately reduce product price to obtain competitive prices!

3. Please refer to the hot products of the same category before pricing. If it is found that the price is 

relatively high, try to find low-cost sources, reduce the target profit for winning competitiveness!

4. Price reasonably and set the low-cost customer attraction commodities and mainstay commodities 

to ensure the continuous attraction of customers！

5. If the price is competitive at Malaysia site, the system will automatically mark the Lowest Price 

Guaranteed to get exclusive exposure page!
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STEP 1 

Log into the seller center-click [My Commodities]

1



STEP 2 

Enter [My Commodities]-click [Add Commodities]

Thumbnail display mode

Tiled display mode2

2

Thees two modes can be switched by the 
sellers themselves according to their own 
preferences



Fill in [Commodity Name] 

Standard name format: brand+category words+major words+commodity attribute words+long tail 

words+modifier

For example: “Women Clothes Summer T-Shirts”

STEP 3 



Select commodity categories: [Class I category]-[Class II category]-[Class III category]

STEP 4 



Fill in the required boxes marked with *: [Product Description], [Brand] and [Material], etc. it is best 

not to choose brand.

STEP 5 



Fill in [Sales Materials]: set the price, quantity, specification and wholesale

Multiple specificationsSingle specification

STEP 6



Fill in [Media Management]: upload images and size chart

Image specification requirements: 

•   Image format: JPG/JPEG/ PNG

•   Suggested image size: 800 x 800, the size of each 

image does not exceed 2.0 MB

·    Upload 9 images at most

The main picture shall be the best image, the most 

characteristic image, the most eye-catching image! 

For example, multi-scenario image portfolio

The overall style of 9 images shall be unified

The size chart shall be also provided!

Video can be also added!

STEP 7



Fill in [weight], [package size] and [freight]

•The weight is recommended to 

keep close to the actual weight

•Size is close to actual size

•Do not set free delivery

STEP 8



Fill in [Others] and click [Save and update]

STEP 9



Shopee
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Batch update of 

commodities 



Log into the seller center-click [My Commodities]

STEP 1



Enter [My Commodities]-click [Add Commodities]

STEP 2



Click [Download] to upload the template 

STEP 3



Sort out the data of [Upload Template], click [Validate] first and then click [Export]

STEP 4



Edit the required information such as [Commodity Information] and [Commodity Attributes] in turn

STEP 5



Click [Update All] after the above steps are completed

STEP 6
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Shop 

profile 

photo

Shop 

name

Shop 

classifi

cation

Poster/

introdu

ction

• Poster size 700*350;

• Put 5 pictures, instead of 

leaving them blank.

• Pictures of hot products, 

recent activities, promotion 

information, etc. of the 

shop can be put.

• Related to products or brands

• Try to avoid Chinese and strange 

symbols, or use selfies as profile 

photos.

• Be related to shop product 

category/brand.

• Capitalize the first letter of each word.

• Conform to the tonality of the shop.

Shop name formula: [promotion information] + 

brand/shop name

+ main category 1 + [main category 2]

• Make an introduction to the shop 

in paragraphs.

• Vivid symbolic expressions

can be used to avoid reading 

fatigue.

Four elements of shop decoration



Shop 

profile 

photo

Shop 

name

Shop 

classific

ation

Slideshow 

and 

introduction 

of shop

• Create activity areas and hot categories, 

and put them in front of the shop.

• Refine product classification, and 

manually create secondary categories with 

symbols.

• Use emotions skillfully, with vivid images.

• After setting, check the effect on the app, 

and then make adjustments.

Offer attractive top products to increase click-

through rate.

Make clear product classification to improve the

probability of add-on items.

Offer more instructive shop pages, to have better

browsing experience and improve conversion rate.

Four elements of shop decoration



1. Profile photo and name

• Main points of profile photo: Be clear and intuitive, and be related to name or positioning.

• Main points of shop name: Be popular and easy to remember, and be easy to associate with positioning.

• Some domestic brands may not be well-known in other countries or regions, so it is necessary to rebuild the

shop brand.



2. Slideshow and introduction of shop

• Slideshow of shop: The size is unlimited; it is suggested that five pictures for slideshow should be 

“interactive activities - shop discounts - brand introduction - hot products”

• Shop introduction: Shop introduction - shop promotion - fan interaction gifts - answers to frequently 

asked questions (FAQs) from the buyer. Each line shall be as concise and clear as possible, with cute 

emotions (you can copy and paste on the platform)

• Make full use of the part for fan attraction interaction and preferential information display.



How to make good use of custom 

classification for shop decoration?

A. Principle

⚫ Create your own shop style, and display 

products with uniform and order style on 

the top;

⚫ Develop strengths and avoid 

weaknesses, never display low-score 

products on the top, and give priority to 

advantageous categories;

⚫ Efficiently use the space for display on 

the top, and never put duplicate 

products.

1

2

3

B. Type and application of 

custom classification

⚫ Make good use of small icons to beautify

classification titles.

⚫ Be a good title attractor and set eye-catching

titles for categories.

⚫ Plan the fan zone, clearance zone and limited-

time discount based on the advantage of ultra-

low price.

⚫ New product area and shopkeeper’s

recommendations

⚫ Free delivery zone

⚫ Bundle zone, buy one get one, etc.

⚫ Main category: Be combined with festivals,

brands and trends.

3. Shop classification - principles and methods



12

Make good use of small icons 

to beautify classification titles.

The use of small icons can bring some sense of fashion and interest to the rigid title, and play 

the role of decorating the shop. Specific use method:

⚫ Method I: Search “symbol” on the Internet, and find the website, icon market: 

https://www.fuhaodq.com/emoji/

⚫ Method II: Microsoft input method, click the graphic logo at the back.

https://www.fuhaodq.com/emoji/


14

Plan the fan zone, clearance zone and limited-time 

discount based on the advantage of ultra-low price.
Heavy discount and low price are often the first factor to attract customers.

⚫ For the old shops with a certain basis, it is advisable to take out the products recently cleared out of season as a special zone, and 

offer a heavy discount, which can often attract customers and add orders, and get more buyer fans.

⚫ For new shops, arrange a fan area with low-cost customer attraction on the top, to increase orders in the initial stage and quickly 

get more fans.

⚫ For the products marked with the lowest price tag by platform, establish classified topping, and highlight the shop price advantage.

⚫ The traffic of the platform seckill activity is extremely high, but after all, the conditions for participation are relatively high, and shops 

can attract customers by making some limited-time discount activities.



09

Bundle zone, and buy one get one.

⚫ Bundle sales can often make commodities reach the threshold of free delivery, thus stimulating the 

buyer’s purchasing power.

⚫ Buy one get one. The gift zone captures the buyer’s psychology of profit, and such a zone also 

has a high click-through rate.

17



4. Shop classification - demonstration

Classification of a 

clothes shop

Classification of a 

pet shop

Classification of a 

home decoration 

shop

Classification of a 

3C shop
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Eye-catching shop navigation

It is suggested that five pictures for 

slideshow should be

“interactive activities - shop discounts 

- brand introduction - hot products”

Shop basis optimization

Profile photo with logo

Fresh and intuitive

Shop name related to the product

Be popular and easy to 

remember, and be easy to 

associate with positioning.

Coupon/discount code

Low-end/middle-end/high-

end coupons

Shop classification 

optimization

Sorting by category

Plus discount activities

Seasonable banner

Activity information/hot 

products
Practical shop introduction

Shop introduction/shop promotion/fan 

interaction gifts/answers to frequently 

asked questions from the buyer, etc.

Each line shall be as concise and 

clear as possible.

Shop decoration Shop operation

Custom classified 

shopping guide

Overall effect of shop page
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Shop in-depth optimization
Product optimization Marketing activity

Picture optimization:

• Asian model map + multi-

attribute combination map 

preferred, non-white 

background map

Title optimization:

• Shop name + product 

brand + modifier + trade 

name

• Appropriate description of 

product details: In addition 

to material, color and size, 

more sympathetic 

experiential descriptions 

from customers shall be 

added.

Platform activities:

• Double 11 and other 

promotion activities

• FSS, CCB and other 

programs

Shop activities:

• Gifts for customers 

following us

• Preference for the 

first order

• Bundle deal

• Buy 1 get 1

• Free gift

Low-cost customer 

attraction to create 

hot products

Product selection optimization:

• Select products vertically, 

and never launch multiple 

unrelated categories.

• Update peripheral hot 

products

Overall effect of product page



Activity operation - shop operation, select add-on items 

for free delivery, related sales

Top Picks from Shop

Free delivery in case of exceeding RM 40 for Malay site

Free delivery in case of exceeding Rp 90,000 for India sites

…

Suit preference Bundle 

Deal

Select add-on items for free delivery

Multiple pieces in one order
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Language replacement and selection

Seller 

center 

3

1. Enter the settings from the Seller Center, enter the [Basic Settings] shop settings, 

and select the language in [Language].



Logistics setting (non-Taiwan sites)

1. Enter [Logistics Settings] from [Logistics] in the Seller Center, and open Standard Delivery (SLS).

2. Click [Edit] to set the days to ship (DTS): 3 working days (spot) by default or 5-10 working days (pre-sales).

Note: Opening of the logistics channel in the logistics settings does not mean opening of the logistics channel of commodities. You also need to 

open the logistics channel in all the product details pages, otherwise, the buyer still cannot choose the logistics channel when placing an order.



Logistics setting (Taiwan sites)

1. Enter [Logistics Center] from [Shop Setting] in Seller Center.

2. By default, the platform opens the Shopee home delivery, Shopee site delivery-711, Shopee site delivery-whole family, Shopee site 

delivery-Hi-Life.

3. Click [Edit] to set the DTS: 3 working days (spot) by default or 5-10 working days (pre-sales).

Note: Opening of the logistics channel in the logistics settings does not mean opening of the logistics channel of commodities. You also need to 

open the logistics channel in all the product details pages, otherwise, the buyer still cannot choose the logistics channel when placing an order.



DTS setting

⮚ DTS: preparation/shipping (only working days are counted), referring to the time from the second day after the buyer makes 

payment (the order in the status of “to ship” is generated in the background) to the time when the commodities arrive at the 

warehouse and are scanned (the status of commodities changes to “shipping”).

⮚ Spot: 3 working days by default for DTS

⮚ Pre-sales: 5-10 working days can be set for DTS. Each site has a limit on the number of pre-sale commodities in the shop, 

so the pre-sales mode is not selected as far as possible.

DTS setting Site

Late shipping calculation 

logic

(first kilometer/scanning 

that is conducted after 

the commodities are 

transported to the 

warehouse)

Calculation logic of the 

orders canceled 

automatically

(Clicked delivery)

Calculation logic of the 

orders canceled 

automatically

(scanning that is 

conducted after the 

commodities are 

transported to the 

warehouse)

3/5-10

Non-Brazil sites DTS (working days) DTS (working days)

DTS (working days) + 3 

(natural days)
Brazil sites

DTS (working days) + 1 

natural day

DTS (working days) + 1 

natural day

Policy of rate of orders subject to new completion and 

late shipping (effective from January 18, 2021)

Policy of rate of orders subject to former 



Return address setting

Seller 

center 

3

1

2

1. Completion entry: “Settings”-”My Address”-”Modify/Add Address”-set as the seller’s return address

2. Please complete the name/company name, Country/Region, telephone number, receiving address (province, city, district,

postal code) (all are required items!) , to avoid being destroyed by the warehouse because return fails as usual due to the lack

of return address.



Shopee

PART 3

Customer service 

setting



Automatic reply from customer service staff

1. Click to enter [Shop Setting]. 2. Modify automatic reply



1. Chat functions: fan attraction and transformation

2. Chat reply time: The initial reply rate is 57%, which needs to be kept above 80%.

3. Chat skills and specifications:

Set the auto-reply greeting, including gifts for customers following us and gifts for customers placing an order of hot 

products, and coupons or benefits unique to chat window.

You can write “Surprise when contacting customer service staff” on the main picture or details page.

You cannot use uncivilized language and other transaction mode information outside Shopee in the chat.

Chat reply





Module VII

In sales



In sales

Order status

A

Making an offer

B Answer to frequently 

asked questions by 

customer service 

staff

C
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Order status

1

2



Order status

3

4



Order status

5

6



As for orders unpaid,
we can contact the buyer using the chat tool for 
reminder of payment. 
Try to use the language of the destination country 
to give a reminder of payment.
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I. Making an offer

Buyer's method of making an offer

1. If the seller opens [Accept making an offer] in [Shop Setting], the

buyer can negotiate the price of the commodities by chatting. If the seller

agrees to lower the price of the commodities, the buyer can make an

offer by chatting.

2. When the buyer makes an offer, the seller can see the buyer's 

operation in the chat window, click [Click to view] to see the latest price 

proposed by the buyer, and the seller can choose [Decline] or [Accept] 

to accept the new price proposed by the buyer.

* Note: Before the transaction is concluded, the buyer and the seller can 

make an offer several times.

The seller sets to accept making an offer



II. Guide the buyer to have an offer

1

2

3
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Answer to frequently 

asked questions by 

customer service staff



Shopee

Consumers in Southeast Asian countries like to consult by 
chatting before placing an order, so we need to prepare 
answers to FAQs in advance. 

During consultation of customers, we can choose different 
answers to customer questions. 

Note: According to the different languages used by customers 
in destination countries, we have to answer the same question 
in different languages.
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After-sales

Shipping

A

Packaging 

tutorial

B

Return or refund

C

Rating 

management

D
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Shipping



I. Seller’s optional transit warehouse and delivery method functions



Reminder of setting default warehouse/delivery method interface



Reminder of setting default warehouse/delivery method interface



Reminder of setting default warehouse/delivery method interface



Setting of transit warehouse and delivery method



II. Application for shipping number - specific operation of 

single order shipment order printing (SLS logistics)

1. On the [To Ship] page, click “Generate Mail Number” in the [Processing] order.

2. Click the [Print Shipping Order], download the corresponding pdf file, print the sheet as required (print with 

10 * 10 thermal paper) and paste the sheet on the corresponding package.

2

*Note: For non-Brazil sites, please click the application for shipping code within the DTS time limit; for Brazil sites, 

click the application for shipping code within the DTS (working day) + 1 natural day;

1

2



3. The seller packages the goods according to the packaging requirements and sends the goods to the corresponding 

warehouse. After receiving the goods, the sheet is scanned by the warehouse, and the status of the goods is from 

[To Ship] to [Shipped], to complete the shipment.

II. Application for shipping number - specific operation of 

single order shipment order printing (SLS logistics)



Successful shipping.5

1 Select the “Ship” in the upper right 

corner of the [To Ship] page.

4

On the downloading mailing list page, check 

the order and download the mailing list.
3

2 On the page to be shipped, check the order and 

generate the mail number in batch.

Shipment of 

batch orders

1

2

3

4

If necessary, download the picking list and 

packing list at the same time.

II. Applying for shipping number - specific operation of batch order 

shipment (SLS logistics)



2

III. Common logistics shipment problems

1. The corresponding DTS of different commodities in an order are also different. Which one?

The shipment time of such orders will be calculated as per the longest days of product preparation time,

including pre-sale and non-pre-sale commodities.

2. Can different orders from the same buyer be combined into one package and shipped together?

No, one order No. corresponds to one logistics order No. If two orders are combined into one package for

shipment, one of them is missing logistics information and is regarded as not shipped by the system.

3. Why can’t you apply for shipping No.?

① The logistics method is not set.

② The products in the order are prohibited items.

③ A single order shall not exceed the corresponding amount. For example, the total value of the package

provided by the shop at Taiwan sites shall not exceed NTD 20,000.

④ If it is not caused by the above reasons, it may be caused by the system. Please contact the manager for

assistance.



2

III. Common logistics shipment problems

3. In case of preparing for shipment, the buyer wants to modify the contact/address/logistics 

method/amount. What is to be done?

No, at present, after the order is issued, there is no way to modify any information of the order. In case 

of change, please contact the buyer to cancel the order and place a new order.

•Special conditions: The package of Taiwan site is on the way of logistics, [Close and Transfer Shops], 

and the buyer shall contact the customer service staff of Taiwan site for solution.

4. Why was the order cancelled during transportation?

① The commodities are overlong or overweight. ② The commodities are not scanned by the 

warehouse after timeout. ③ The contraband or empty package is transported. ④ The seller cancels the 

order.

6. Why is there no available delivery method?

① The logistics method is closed. ② The specification is filled in incorrectly when the commodities are 

updated.
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Packaging tutorial



I. Sheet printing

*Pay attention to tracking number + barcode (not folded and too small, clear and scannable), site code, channel code, 

general goods/identification of special goods

Scan the 

barcode in 

WeChat. If the 

barcode 

interface is 

displayed, it is 

a valid order.

Example of Sheet in Taiwan Site

Tips:

It is recommended to print the express 

sheet with thermal printer;

Check the “Fit to Border” in print settings;

Size of sheet (minimum): 10 cm * 10 cm;



II. Packaging specification

The SLS sheet and 
express sheet are 

pasted on the same 
layer of package.

Transparent 

package

Different SLS 
packages are 

wrapped.



III. Packaging specification - magnetic products

The seller refers to the following steps for the package of magnetic products. Do not directly use the plastic film and

express bag for package; if it is delivered to Shopee transit warehouse without proper package, it shall be judged as

contraband Class B and cannot be delivered to the destination because the strong magnetic force will affect

air flight or other goods.

SLS 

sheet



IV. Packaging specification

1. The second layer of packaging: The packages with only one site are put into a transport bag (mail bag/woven bag/carton, etc.), and the

identification card is attached at the seal (how to make it on the next page). The warehouse keeper opens the outer layer of bags, and there

are packages from the same site.

2. The third layer of packaging: Packages from multiple sites are sent (such as Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia and Thailand). Note: First put the

packages from the same site into a transport bag and mark the corresponding site code (as shown in the figure) SG (Singapore)/MY (Malaysia)/ID

(Indonesia)/PH (Philippines)/TH (Thailand)/TW (Taiwan site)/VN (Vietnam), then put the transport bags at different sites into a large transport bag.

3. The outermost transport bag shall be pasted with the logistics express waybill sent to the domestic transfer warehouse, and the mailing address

shall be written and sent to the Shopee transit warehouse.

SLS sheet

First layer package Second layer 

package (single site)

Third layer package 

(multiple sites)

Identification 
card

Identification 
card

Identification 
card

SLS sheet

Magnetic products
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V. Packaging specification - production of identification card

Identification card

⮚ Specification of seal identification card: 10 * 10 cm

⮚ Content: seller’s company name, English abbreviation of shipment site, number of packages, Wise

background registered account (East China warehouse) and commodity weight (East China warehouse)

⮚ English abbreviations of all stations: SG (Singapore)/MY (Malaysia)/ID (Indonesia)/PH (Philippines)/TH

(Thailand) /TW (Taiwan Site)/VN (Vietnam)

*It is forbidden to use discarded or normal SLS sheet as label, which is easy to cause the whole

package to be issued as one lot.

Identification card of East China 

warehouse 

(Shanghai/Quanzhou/Yiwu)

Merchant ID
Wise background 

registered account

Full name of 

company

Shipment site

English 

abbreviations

Number of 

packages

Commodity 

weight

Identification card of Shenzhen 

warehouse

Full name of 

company

Shipment site

English 

abbreviations

Number of 

packages
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I. How to process the return or refund requests?

1. Before clicking “Confirm Receiving”, the buyer can make a refund or return

request on Shopee platform in the following cases:

a. The buyer does not receive the goods.

b. The buyer receives the wrong product (wrong size, color and category).

c. The buyer receives damaged or defective products.

2. After the buyer initiates the application, the order will enter [Return/Refund],

and the business firm will also receive an email reminder. The seller can click

the [Respond] button of the order for return or refund to enter the order details

interface to view the application reasons;

3. The seller can click the [Refund] to refund the buyer, or choose the [Submit

Dispute to Shopee] to raise a dispute with Shopee, and Shopee will intervene to

deal with it.

*Note: The seller shall complete the [Respond] operation within the

specified time; otherwise, the system will automatically agree to apply for

a refund to the buyer.



II. Common processes for return or refund



III. Common problems for return or refund

1. How to deal with the buyer’s application for partial refund?

Except for Thailand sites, all other sites can refuse the refund after the buyer applies for a refund, and the local customer service staff will intervene.

The partial refund process is as follows, and Thailand does not provide partial refund service for the time being.

① The buyer initiates the return or refund and indicates the amount to be refunded in the note.

② The seller clicks the dispute, notes the amount to be refunded, and attaches the chat records with the buyer (the content shall include the refunded 

commodities + number of pieces + amount). Please send the content to the buyer for confirmation. After receiving the reply, upload the screenshot as 

evidence.

③ The platform customer service staff will intervene in the operation.

2. How to return the package to be returned from all sites?

For specific policies, please scan the QR code or click the link to view the manual for guidance of Shopee platform cross-border logistics: 

https://shopee.cn/edu/article/4465

① Open the website and click the attachment.

② Check the description of the return section in the table of contents.

Manual for guidance of Shopee platform 

cross-border logistics
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Rating management

1. View order reviews and respond to buyer rating.

Click the [Shop Settings] - [Shop Rating] to view the scores of orders rated by all buyers. The seller clicks the [Reply] to view the buyer

rating.

2. Rating time

The buyer shall rate the order within 15 days, and the seller is recommended to encourage the buyer to give a positive comment after the 

order is completed;

3. Rating modified by buyer

If a buyer gives a negative comment, it is recommended that the seller negotiate with the buyer to modify the rating in time. There is an 

opportunity to modify the rating within 30 days after the rating.

The steps of rating modified by buyer are as follows: [Me] > [My Purchase] > find the corresponding order [Shop Rating] > [Change Rating] 

> modify the rating and click “OK” to modify it.
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Shop scores

Shop performance mainly includes the following aspects:

Non-fulfillment 

rate (NFR) of 

orders

(NFR)

Cancellation percentage + return/refund percentage to the total quantity of orders within the

past 7 days. Only the order canceled by the seller will be included in the NFR of orders. NFR of

orders is also the sum of order cancellation rate and return/refund rate of orders.

Cancellation rate 

of orders

Cancellation percentage to the total quantity of orders within the past 7 days. Only the order

canceled by the seller will be included in the cancellation rate of orders. Return/refund orders will

not be included in the cancellation rate of orders.

Return or refund 

rate

Percentage of orders in which the buyer requested a return or refund to the total orders within the

past 7 days

Late-shipping rate Orders of overdue shipment within the total orders within the past 7 days [Days to Ship (DTS) + 1

natural day]

Chat reply rate Percentage of the seller reply within 12 hours after receiving new chat messages or offers (to the

total orders) Automatic reply will not be included in the chat reply rate calculation (within the past 30

days)

Shop scores The overall ratings given by the buyer to the seller's shop: the seller can log into Seller Center and

check the scores in [shop setting - shop evaluation], which is close to the total average of all the

orders submitted by the buyer

Scores of 

commodities

The scores given by the buyer to the purchased products. The seller can view the scores given by

the buyer on the corresponding products in [shop setting - shop evaluation].



Basic platform rules - restriction rules on the quantity of commodity

1. Restriction on the quantity of commodity caused by shop types

Shop types

Growing 

shop

Potential 

shop

Experienced 

shop

Preferred 

shop

Shopping 

center shop

The Shopee evaluates the type of shops every Tuesday. In that week, the seller will display the commodity according to the quantity of 

released commodity for the corresponding type of the shop.

If the quantity of released commodity of a seller exceeds the limit, the seller will not be able to release commodity, and the 

commodity exceeding the limit will be hidden
Note:

1. When calculating the quantity of orders from different buyers completed by the seller in the past 30 days, the orders of SIP shop will be included in that of 

Taiwan shop

2. If the quantity of orders from different buyers completed by the seller in the past 30 days reaches the next level, the type of shop will be upgraded, and more 

commodity can be released. If the quantity of orders from different buyers completed by the seller in the past 30 days does not meet the standard, the type of 

shop will be degraded, and the limit of released commodity will be reduced.



Restriction rules on the quantity of commodity

Note:

1. Due to too many pre-sale commodity in the shop, quantity restrictions of the commodity last for one week at a time. If the

quantity or proportion of the seller's pre-sale commodity recalculated on Monday of the second week falls below the standard,

quantity restrictions of the commodity will be canceled from Tuesday of the current week, and the hidden commodity will be

launched again the seller

2. Ordinary sellers refer to sellers who are neither shopping-center sellers nor preferred sellers

2. Restriction on the quantity of commodity caused by the high proportion of pre-sale commodity

Pre-sale commodity: commodity with days to ship (days of preparation set by the seller) ＞ 3

Proportion of pre-sale commodity = pre-sale commodity/all commodity in the shop (excluding deleted and removed 

commodity)



Restriction rules on the quantity of commodity

3. Restriction on the quantity of commodity caused by deducting points

Note: the quantity of released commodity is limited to 28 days each time. If the cumulative penalty 

scores within 28 days increase and reaches the next level, the penalty will be upgraded accordingly



Cancellation rules of orders

1. The buyer needs to cancel the orders after the payment: (COD is regarded as payment)

Site Time of payment Order status Policies

TW

Within 24 hours after the 

payment

Shipped

Treat it by return or refund process

The seller shall agree/refuse within the specified time

Not shipped The system cancels the orders in time

The payment is 

completed more than 24 

hours

Shipped

Treat it by return or refund process

The seller shall agree/refuse within the specified time

Not shipped The seller shall agree/refuse within the specified time

Other sites

Within 1 hours after the 

payment

Shipped
Treat it by return or refund process

The seller shall agree/refuse within the specified time

Not shipped The system cancels the orders in time

The payment is 

completed more than 1 

hours

Shipped
Treat it by return or refund process

The seller shall agree/refuse within the specified time

Not shipped The seller shall agree/refuse within the specified time



Cancellation rules of orders

2. Cancellation of orders in case of late shipping:

Note: DTS is the days to ship set by the seller's background



Cancellation rate of orders

One of graduation conditions - order cancellation rate = quantity 

of canceled orders/total quantity of orders

1. Type of orders canceled:

Orders canceled by the 

system

Orders canceled by the 

seller

Return or refund orders

1. Orders cancelled by the 

system caused by the 

seller’s failure in 

shipment

1. Orders canceled by the 

seller’s operation

1. Return or refund orders 

agreed by the seller

2. Return or refund orders 

agreed by the seller as 

agreed in the settlement of 

disputes

Note: DTS is the days to ship set by the seller's background
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Advantages of preferred seller

1. Status symbol: the profile photo of a shop and all commodity in the shop are marked with

"Shopee Preferred", which is displayed in the upper left corner of the commodity or the shop

2. Customer flow preference: buyers have more trust and recognition for the "Shopee Preferred”

shop, which is conducive to improving the conversion rate of the shop

3. Resource preference: get the second kill resource state on the homepage

4. Payment support: in the "Shopee Preferred” shop, buyers can get more Shopee Coins after

buying commodity.



How to become a preferred seller
The selection criteria for the preferred seller of Shopee site are as follows:

When selecting the preferred seller for each site, in addition to meeting the criteria for the corresponding scoring items

in the form, the following additional conditions shall be met (no additional conditions for Indonesian site):

Taiwan markets Philippine market

1. Credit card payment is supported in the shop; 

2. The total monthly sales volume is higher than NTD 

30,000;

3. There are no infringing and illegal commodity in the 

shop (such as brand cartoon infringement); 

4. The shop provides a 7-day appreciation period

1. There are no fake and interior commodity in the shop; 

2. There are no frauds in the shop 

Singapore markets Other markets

1. There are no fake and interior commodity in the shop; 

2. All commodities in the shop are genuine 

1. There are no fake and interior commodity in the shop; 
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Why should the new shop pay attention to platform rules?

Effect No.3

Effect No.1

Effect No.2

Points will be deducted for 

violating the rules

If the seller violates the rules of Shopee

in the process of operation,

corresponding penalty points will apply,

and the seller's operation events will be

limited based on different penalty points.

Different deduction values

will affect the customer flow,

participation qualification,

page display authority, etc. of

the shop

Once the scores are

deducted, the qualification to

obtain [Preferred Shop] will

be lost

It will affect the graduation

results of the seller in the

incubation period



Penalty scoring system and penalty measures

After the seller obtains 3/6/9/12/15 points in a quarter, the penalty corresponding to the points shown in the 

table below will apply. The “preferred seller” identification will be canceled after the penalty scores of the 

preferred seller reaches 3 points.

Note: the condition for graduation is to calculate the sum of all the points 

deducted during the incubation period, which will not be cleared

Note:

After the 28-day penalty expires, it 

will be automatically relieved, but if 

the scoring quarterly cycle does not 

end, the accumulated scores will not 

change

The cumulative penalty scores will 

only be cleared on Monday of the 

first week for each quarter

Cumulative penalty scores 3 6 9 12 15

Penalty level Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Be prohibited to participate in theme events of 

Shopee (28 days)

* * * * *

Be unable to enjoy freight or event subsidies of 

Shopee (28 days)

* * * *

The commodity will not be displayed on the 

page (28 days)

* * * *

The commodity will not be displayed on the 

“Search Result” column (28 days)

* * *

It is not allowed to create/modify the commodity 

(except changing inventories) (28 days)

* *

The account will be frozen (28 days) *



Computational logic of penalty scoring system

• Every Monday, new penalty scores will be included according to the violations of the

previous week and accumulated with the existing penalty scores of the quarter;

• On the first Monday of every quarter (January, April, July and October), the penalty 

score of the previous quarter will be cleared.

For example:



Items included in penalty score

1. Late Shipping Rate (LSR) and Non-

Fulfillment Rate (NFR)

2. Violation of the rules for putting commodity 

on sale

3. Customer service ---- inappropriate and 

offensive words in the chat with shops via 

Liaoliao

4. Fraudulent/abusive transportation

5. Abusive platform resources

No Listing

Inferior Listing

Infringement 

and 

Counterfeiting

The Penalty System of Shopee Sellers is a scoring system used by Shopee to measure whether its sellers complies with the rules of 

Shopee platform. If the seller violates the rules of Shopee in the process of operation, corresponding penalty points will apply, and 

the seller's operation events will be limited based on different penalty points.

Shopee aims to remind sellers to abide by the rules of the platform and standardize their own operation through the seller’s penalty

scoring system, and also provide buyers with a healthier consumption experience.

Sub-items of the seller’s penalty scoring system



卖家发货规则 Seller Fulfillment

DTS (Days To Ship)

The seller can set the DTS to 3 or 5-10 days, and the commodity with DTS set to 5-10 days are pre-

sale commodity

LSR=

The order quantity of late 

shipping in the past 7 days

The total order quantity of 

shipping in the past 7 days

Calculation of late shipping orders: The orders

that are not scanned before the commodity are

transported to the warehouse on DTS (working

day) will be recorded as late shipping orders, and

DTS + 1 natural journal in Brazil site will be

recorded as late shipping orders

NFR=

The non-fulfillment rate in the 

past 7 days

In the Last 7 days (non-fulfillment 

orders + net orders)

Net orders refer to those that have been completed but 

return or refunds have not been initiated



Product 

selection 

by shops

迟发货率 Late Shipping Rate (LSR) 

Site
DTS 

settings

Late shipping 

calculation logic

(first 

kilometer/scanning 

that is conducted 

before the commodity 

are transported to the 

warehouse)

Automatic order 

cancellation logic

(Not-clicked shipment)

Calculation logic of the 

orders canceled 

automatically

(clicked shipment but 

scanning before the 

commodity are 

transported to the 

warehouse)

Non-Brazil 

sites
3/5-10

DTS (working days) DTS (working days)
DTS (working days) + 3 

(natural days)
Brazil sites

DTS (working days) + 

+1 (natural days)

DTS (working days) + +1 

(natural days)

From January 25, 2021 (viewing the orders in the past 7 days, that is,

the change starts from January 18), the calculation logic of late

shipping orders and automatic order cancellation will be updated.



Case I: The order was generated on 

September 18 (Wednesday), how is it the late 

shipping? Days To Ship (DTS is 3)

September 18

Wednesday

The first day of 

DTS

September 19

Thursday

The order is 

generated
The second day 

of DTS

September 20

Friday

Non-business 

day

September 21

Saturday

September 22

Sunday

Working days

The order was not scanned by the warehouse before 23:59:59 on 

September 23, so it is regraded as late shipping.

迟发货率 Late Shipping Rate (LSR) 

DTS setting

Calculation logic of late 

shipping

(scanning before the 

commodity are transported 

to the warehouse)

3/5-10 DTS (working days)

Non-business day
The third day of 

DTS



Product 

selection 

by shops

Case II: The order is generated on September

19 (Thursday), how is regarded as the late

shipping? Days To Ship (DTS is 3)

September 19

Thursday

The first day of 

DTS

September 20

Friday

The order is 

generated
The second day 

of DTS

September 21

Saturday

September 22

Sunday
September 23

Monday

The order was not scanned by the warehouse before 23:59:59 

on September 24, so it is regraded as late shipping.

Non-working days

September 24

Tuesday
September 25

Wednesday

迟发货率 Late Shipping Rate (LSR) 

DTS setting

Calculation logic of late 

shipping

(scanning before the 

commodity are transported 

to the warehouse)

3/5-10 DTS (working days)

The third day 

of DTS



Product 

selection 

by shops

Non-Fulfillment Rate (NFR)

Non-fulfillment orders = ① orders canceled by the seller+

②The return or refund order successfully initiated by the buyer

③ Orders are automatically canceled due to Sellers' responsibility

The Calculation Formula for Non-Fulfillment Orders

订单未完成率 Non-Fulfillment Rate  (NFR)

NFR=

The non-fulfillment rate in the 

past 7 days

Total orders in the past 7 days (non-

fulfillment orders + net orders)

Calculation of the orders canceled automatically

Orders that are not clicked by DTS for shipment will be

recorded as those which are automatically canceled (non-

Brazilian sites)

At the Brazilian site, orders that are not clicked on DTS +

1 natural day will be recorded as those which are

automatically canceled

DTS (working days) + orders that have not been scanned

when commodity have been transported to the warehouse

for 3 natural days will be recorded as those which are

automatically canceled

Note: The exemption of logistics prescription is only for the

working days set on DTS, and there is no exemption of

logistics prescription (natural day).



Deduction logic of late shipping rate (LSR) and non-

fulfillment rate (NFR)
The platform will calculate the late shipping rate and non-fulfillment rate of previous seven days every week. If any item of the non-fulfillment rate or late 

shipping rate fails to meet the standard, 1 point will be scored. If none of them meet the standard, 2 points will be scored. 2 points will be scored if any item of 

non-fulfillment rate or late shipping rate isn’t up to the standard. In case of none of them is up to the standard, 4 points will be scored.

Taiwan markets

Vietnam market

Philippine market

Singapore markets

Malaysian market

Indonesian and Thai markets



Solutions to high late shipping rate and non-fulfillment Rate

• Increase order quantity——Store discounts, coupons, bundling sale, keyword 

advertising, participation in activities

• Avoid new NFR/LSR——Ensure that orders are no longer shipped late and 

canceled

Short-term 

approach

Long-term 

approach

• Stocking——The source of commodity is stable and the commodity can be 

supplied in time/stocked up in advance before the activities

• Packaging——Monitor the packaging quality and reduce wrong shipment, missing 

shipment, overlong or overweight and damaged parts

• Logistics——Track warehouse scanning every day/select high-quality domestic 

logistics providers

• Products——Regularly assess the return or refund rates of suppliers’ commodity, 

select the superior and eliminate the inferior/regularly update the commodity 

inventory



Violation of the rules for putting commodity on sale

No Listing Inferior Listing Infringement and 

Counterfeiting• Put on sale the Goods that are 

prohibited from being sold (including 

contraband commodity by cross-border 

sellers, illegal commodity and commodity 

recalled by the local government, etc.)

• Place an advertisement or sell the 

commodity free of physical objects

• Replace with different products under the 

same product ID

• Exaggerated and false discounts

• The pictures for product description has 

the watermark to guide the content of the 

external platform

• Pink content in the product pictures or 

descriptions - please carefully read the 

special specifications and handling 

methods for the sale of adult products

• Errors in the setting of commodity 

category

• Duplicate listing of commodity (including 

duplicate listing of commodity by the 

same seller and different shops)

• Misleading pricing

• Irrelevant keywords (for example, the 

product title and label that are used or 

the description of relevant products are 

inconsistent with those of the commodity 

themselves)

• The picture quality is poor, and the area 

that is occupied by the commodity is less 

than 70% of the whole of the picture

• Non-Taiwan sites: 1 point is scored for the 

commodity that violate intellectual property rights or 

counterfeit products. In case of serious violation, 2 

points is scored

• Taiwan site: 2 points is scored for the commodity 

that violate intellectual property rights or counterfeit 

products. In case of serious violation, 3 points is 

scored

• 15 points will be scored if it is proved that 

counterfeit products are sold or pictures and texts 

of products are plagiarized

If the seller violates the rules for putting commodity on sale, 1 point is scored. In case of serious violation, 2 points is scored

If the seller violates the aforesaid rules for putting commodity on sale and puts similar illegal commodity on sale again after the commodity 

are deleted, an additional 1 pints will be scored for penalty.



1. Put on sale the Goods that are prohibited 

from being sold are put on sale - SLS 

Violation of rules for putting commodity on sale - no listing

Each order of Class A contraband commodity scores 3 points. Every 5 orders of Class B contraband commodity score 1 point.

If the seller wants to confirm whether the commodity can be mailed, he/she 

can consult the warehouse customer service staff

See the Manual for the Guidance of Shopee Logistics for details for contact 

information

Note:

See the Manual for the Guidance of

Logistics for details

The contraband commodity that have been

seized is not limited to the items in the

table. Whether their physical objects have

the functions of the dangerous commodity

banned by the General Administration of

Civil Aviation (GACA) or factors threatening

the safe flight of aircraft or are the

commodity that are restricted for export by

the State Administration for Entry-Exit

Inspection and Quarantine of the People’s

Republic of China and the General

Administration of Customs of the People’s

Republic of China (GACC) will be the final

judgment of category.



2. Exaggerated and false discount = increase of the 

original price and then discount promotion

Definition of exaggerated and 

false discounts

Exaggerating and false discounts means that sellers raise prices and then give large 

discount before discount activities. If business firms have exaggerated and false discount 

behavior, the Shopee will delete the product within two days and score the sellers 

according to the standard of the seller's scoring system.

How to determine the discount 

is exaggerated and false?

As long as the commodity have a discount mark (whether set by the Shopee platform or 

the Seller itself), and there is a status of inflated statement, it will be deleted and scored.

How to avoid deduction?

• Before putting on sale, the cost of the commodity and the discount space shall be 

included in the price to reserve the discount space;

• The price of the commodity without sales basis can be changed by deleting the 

commodity and then uploading them again;

• The original price of the hot-selling products that have been sold can be increased 

due to the rise in price. After the commodity are investigated and dealt with by the 

system, the business firms can provide the corresponding certificate for the rise in 

price to the operation manager for appeal.

Violation of rules for putting commodity on sale - no listing



Violation of the rules for putting commodity on sale

No Listing Inferior Listing Infringement, 

counterfeiting and others
• Put on sale the Goods that are prohibited

from being sold (including contraband

commodity by cross-border sellers, illegal

commodity and commodity recalled by

the local government, etc.)

• Place an advertisement or sell the

commodity free of physical objects

• Replace with different products under the

same product ID

• Exaggerated and false discounts

• The pictures for product description has

the watermark to guide the content of the

external platform

• Pink content in the product pictures or

descriptions - please carefully read the

special specifications and handling

methods for the sale of adult products

• Errors in the setting of commodity category

• Duplicate listing of commodity (including

duplicate listing of commodity by the same

seller and different shops)

• Misleading pricing

• Irrelevant keywords (for example, the

product title and label that are used or the

description of relevant products are

inconsistent with those of the commodity

themselves)

• The picture quality is poor, and the area

that is occupied by the commodity is less

than 70% of the whole of the picture

• Non-Taiwan sites: 1 point is scored for the

commodity that violate intellectual property rights

or counterfeit products. In case of serious

violation, 2 points is scored

• Taiwan site: 2 points is scored for the commodity

that violate intellectual property rights or

counterfeit products. In case of serious violation,

3 points is scored

• 15 points will be scored if it is proved that

counterfeit products are sold or pictures and texts

of products are plagiarized

If the seller violates the rules for putting commodity on sale in the previous month, 1 point is scored. In case of serious violation, 2 points is 

scored

If the seller violates the aforesaid rules for putting commodity on sale and puts similar illegal commodity on sale again after the commodity are 

deleted, an additional 1 pints will be scored for penalty.



1. Duplicate listing

There is no obvious difference between the commodity that are put on sale. Duplicate listing of the same

product is strictly prohibited and will be deleted. The regulation is designed to ensure that every buyer

can have the best browsing experience and avoid the seller’s improper dominance of the search results

on the Shopee.

Common types (the same site):

1. Publish the commodity repetitively in different commodity categories

2. Put the same products with different specifications on sale repetitively

3. Publish the same commodity at different prices

In order to provide better user experience for the buyers on Shopee platform, all sites of Shopee platform have begun to monitor

the duplicate listing of commodity between shops of different sellers in the platform. Duplicate listing of commodity refers to

the behavior that sellers repetitively publish the same commodity in different shops. The commodity that is listed repetitively will

be deleted by the platform, and the seller's penalty scoring system will score the penalty points to the seller.

The definition of the duplicate listing of commodity is:

Violation of rules for putting commodity on sale - inferior listing

Handling method: The commodity will be deleted directly with points deducted



Violation of rules for putting commodity on sale - inferior listing

2. Misleading pricing

Sellers set too high or too low prices on their own commodity to win more exposure to customers, but they aren’t really 

willing to sell the listed commodity. The accessory of commodity shall not be listed separately, but it, together with the 

original commodity, shall be regarded as a commodity with different attributes of the same commodity.

Handling method: The commodity will be deleted 

directly with points deducted



Violation of rules for putting commodity on sale - inferior listing

3. Abuse of keywords/brands and attributes

If the information contained in the commodity does not correspond to or is not related to the commodity sold, it will 

be regarded as listed junk commodity.

Handling method: The commodity is notified to be pulled from shelves for the first time. If it is still 

nonconforming after being uploaded again, it will be deleted with its points deducted. Repetitive violations may 

result in the frozen account of the seller.

Type Example: Correct method

Abuse of keywords/brands

• The commodity title contains multiple or irrelevant 

brand names/keywords: for example, “women’s 

pants, skirts and shirts”, “LANEIGE Dior SK-II 

moisturizing cream”

• Irrelevant keywords appear in the commodity title: 

for example, “Dell monitor | not ASUS, Samsung, 

LG TV”

• According to the commodity title format 

recommended by Shopee: brand + 

product name + model. For example, 

Innisfree Green Tea Serum.

• Ensure that all keywords in the title and 

description are accurate and relevant to 

the commodity sold. Do not include 

inaccurate/irrelevant keywords in the 

product title.

• Enter the accurate attributes of 

commodity classification, including 

brand name, model and warranty period.

• If the commodity has no brand name, 

please select “No brand”

Abuse of attributes

• The brand name appears repetitively or multiple 

brand names appear, such as “Nike, Nike, Nike” 

“Nike, Puma, Adidas” 

• Other attribute information is inaccurate, for 

example “top selling product” written in the attribute 

• Inaccurate brand attributes, for instance “Chinese 

brand”



Violation of the rules for 

putting commodity on sale

No Listing Inferior Listing Infringement, 

counterfeiting and others
• Put on sale the Goods that are

prohibited from being sold (including

contraband commodity by cross-border

sellers, illegal commodity and commodity

recalled by the local government, etc.)

• Place an advertisement or sell the

commodity free of physical objects

• Replace with different products under the

same product ID

• Exaggerated and false discounts

• The pictures for product description has

the watermark to guide the content of the

external platform

• Pink content in the product pictures or

descriptions - please carefully read the

special specifications and handling

methods for the sale of adult products

• Errors in the setting of commodity category

• Duplicate listing of commodity (including

duplicate listing of commodity by the same

seller and different shops)

• Misleading pricing

• Irrelevant keywords (for example, the product

title and label that are used or the description

of relevant products are inconsistent with those

of the commodity themselves)

• The picture quality is poor, and the area that is

occupied by the commodity is less than 70% of

the whole of the picture

• Non-Taiwan sites: 1 point is scored for the commodity

that violate intellectual property rights or counterfeit

products. In case of serious violation, 2 points is scored

• Taiwan site: 2 points is scored for the commodity that

violate intellectual property rights or counterfeit products.

In case of serious violation, 3 points is scored

• 15 points will be scored if it is proved that counterfeit

products are sold or pictures and texts of products are

plagiarized

If the seller violates the rules for putting commodity on sale in the previous month, 1 point is scored. In case of serious violation, 2 points is scored

If the seller violates the aforesaid rules for putting commodity on sale and puts similar illegal commodity on sale again after the commodity are deleted, an additional 

1 pints will be scored for penalty.



Violation of rules for putting commodity on sale - infringement and 

counterfeiting

If the seller is complained of infringement for the first time, Shopee platform will remove the corresponding infringing

commodity from the shelves. If the seller is complained of infringement again, Shopee platform will temporarily freeze

the seller’s account for 7 days. In case the seller account is complained of infringement once more after the account is

unfrozen, the account will be frozen for 7 days again, the rest may be deduced by analogy (the number of infringement

began to accumulate on March 27, 2017).

Shopee platform may directly close the account of the complained sellers who have violated the rule seriously or 

whose cumulative infringement is excessive

Duplicate listing of commodity by cross-border sellers and local sellers

In case the seller, without permission, uses the commodity pictures of other sellers as his/her own commodity pictures, 

or the commodity information of other sellers as his own commodity information, the behavior will be judged as piracy 

of pictures or commodity information.

Site Penalty

Taiwan site • 15 points for penalty

Thailand site

• The commodity that is listed repetitively will be deleted and 1 point will be 

scored for penalty,

• 2 points will be scored for the penalty of serious duplicate listing.

• If the number of commodity listed repetitively by a seller accounts for a certain 

standard of the total number of commodity of sellers, 15 points will be scored 

for penalty, and his/her account number will be frozen for 28 days.

Malaysian site

• The commodity that is listed repetitively will be deleted and 1 point will be 

scored for penalty,

• 2 points will be scored for the penalty of serious duplicate listing. Meanwhile, if 

there are serious violations after manual inspection, the shop will be frozen.



Violation of the rules for putting commodity on sale - other specifications

The commodity title shall not contain the keyword related to Shopee activities 

The sellers are prohibited from uploading quickly in Indonesian market

The sellers are required to adjust the upload speed of ERP to at most 5 

SKUs per minute, which can avoid freezing the account. If the upload 

speed is greater than the requirement, the shop will be frozen



Inappropriate speeches and offensive behaviors in shop chat



Inappropriate speeches and offensive behaviors in shop chat

The seller guides the buyer to other platforms

On the Shopee platform, the sellers are prohibited from guiding buyers to leave Shopee

platform via LiaoLiao to complete transactions. Once such behaviors are found, the seller

will be punished accordingly.

Behavior 1:

The messages that are repetitively sent by a seller to

multiple buyers contain, but not limited to:

• Promoting the seller’s commodity or services on other

platforms

• Guiding buyers to other websites

• Sending messages unrelated to Shopee

• Spreading the seller’s personal contact information and

have no clear sales intention on Shopee platform

Once a seller is found to have such behaviors, his/her

shop will be closed

Behavior 2:

• A seller mentioned many times in the

LiaoLiao and intended to guide the buyer

to other platforms

If A seller is found to have such behavior

for the first time, it will be warned. If the

seller is found to have such behavior for

the second time, the shop will be closed



Fraudulent/abusive transportation

A seller transports empty packages or commodity that do not match its order

Shopee logistics will check sellers’ transportation of commodity every day. If it is found that a

seller transports empty packages or commodity that do not match its order, and such behaviors

reach a certain quantity, the seller will be treated as follows:



Abusive platform resources

If a seller is found to have the following abuse of platform 

resources, it will be punished accordingly: 

Note: If the system detects that a seller has not filled in the order number of

equal to or greater than 3 orders and greater than 50% of the orders, and

clicked shipment or has had counterfeit/wrong logistics order number in the

past 7 days, the seller will score 3 points for penalty.



Shopee

PART 4

Channel restrictions on 

prohibited commodity and 

logistics



Shopee

What is the commodity that are 
prohibited from being sold?

The commodity that are prohibited from being sold refer to
commodity that are not allowed to be sold by local laws and
regulations or Shopee commodity specifications. including:

The Products that are not allowed to be sold online in various
countries and regions;

The products that are only allowed to sell products by sellers with
local business licenses in various countries and region;

The Products that are prohibited from being sold due to customs
reasons in various countries and regions.



Shopee

Some of the prohibited categories on Shopee, including services, illicit drugs, prescription or pharmacy 

drugs, drugs or replenishers with false/deceptive statements, weapons, cigarettes and wildlife products.

In addition, some products require special approval or licensing. You need to upload relevant supporting 

documents before you can sell the commodity on Shopee.



1. According to relevant laws and regulations in Taiwan, the following products are prohibited from transportation:

A. All fresh and unprocessed foods, meat and meat products, peanuts, lotus seeds, ginkgo (ginkgo seed), shiitake mushrooms, food with

medicinal value or treatment function;

B. Medicine, health care products, medical equipment, pest control products, and anti-mosquito wristband;

C. Cigarettes, e-cigarettes and e-cigarette accessories, currency, bills, stocks and other valuable securities;

D. Inflammables and explosives (such as nail polish and other alcohol-based products, essential oils, compressed gas), hair gel, perfume and

other pure liquid products (each liquid product shall not exceed 100ml);

E. Weapon-related items (such as optical sights, model guns, toy guns and ammunition) and offensive items (such as iron braces, batons, knives

and axes, daggers, slingshots and swords);

F. Mobile phones, tablets and laptops, electric self-balancing vehicle and other non-detachable battery products, power banks, portable power

supplies (products that can charge other devices) and other pure electric products;

G. Bluetooth product (such as wireless mouse, bluetooth headset and bluetooth speaker), smart wearable devices and wireless communications

(such as radio, remote control, router and TV set-top box)

H. Child seats, car safety seats, trolleys, strong magnetic products (such as speakers and microphones);

I. Animal and plant products restricted by the Washington Convention or requiring animal and plant quarantine certificates;

J. Electric products that are accidentally opened in transit and result in luminescence, heating and sound;

K. Infringement products and products without brand authorization.

2. Meanwhile, the total value of shop-delivered packages should not exceed 20,000 NTD; otherwise it will not be delivered.

Taiwan

SLS Limitation and Prohibited Products



Philippines

SLS Limitation and Prohibited Products

The following products cannot be currently available for shipping through SLS Standard 

Express channels:

a. Fresh food and medicine

b. Pure battery, power bank (all products that can charge other devices) and electric self-

balancing vehicle

c. Package containing more than 200ml liquid (excluding alcohol and spray)

d. E-cigarettes and e-cigarette accessories, cigarettes, certificates, cinerary casket and

unmanned aerial vehicle

e. Currency, counterfeit money, commemorative coins and coins with monetary value, stamps,

lottery tickets, credit and debit cards

f. Firearm-related items (such as optical sights, model guns and ammunition) and offensive

items (such as iron braces, batons, electric shock device, knives and axes, daggers,

slingshots and swords)

g. Animal and plant products restricted by the Washington Convention, seeds and plant

extracts subject to animal and plant quarantine

h. Inflammables and explosives (such as nail polish and other alcohol-based products,

perfume, tooth powder and lighters), magnetic products (such as magnets) and products with

gas (such as rubber ball, football and spray)

i. Counterfeit commodity and commodity involving infringement, otherwise they will be

confiscated and the seller will be fined

j. Drugs, radioactive substances, infectious substances and chemicals (such as sulfuric acid

and ethanol)

**The mobile phones and tablets can be delivered to the Philippines, with each package

not more than 2



Malaysia

SLS Limitation and Prohibited Products

1. The following products cannot be currently available for shipping through SLS Standard Express channels:
A. Medicines, fresh food, counterfeit money and stamps, credit and debit cards, lottery tickets, certificates, sex products, e-

cigarettes and e-cigarette accessories, cigarettes, cinerary casket, commodity with gas (such as life jackets, rubber balls, football

and sprays), medical supplies and medical aids

B. Walkie-talkies, printers, projectors, pure battery goods, power banks (all products that can charge other devices), electric self-

balancing vehicle, easy-to-light commodity and easy-to-sound commodity

C. Animal and plant products restricted by the Washington Convention, seeds and plant extracts subject to animal and plant

quarantine

D. Firearm-related items (such as optical sights, model guns and ammunition) and offensive items (such as iron braces, batons,

electric shock device, knives and axes, daggers, slingshots and swords)

E. Inflammables and explosives (such as inflammable liquids containing alcohol, nail polish, tooth powder, lighters and compressed

gases) and strong magnetic products (such as magnet)

F. Counterfeit commodity and commodity without brand authorization; otherwise the commodity will be detained by the customs,

and fines and fees incurred will be borne by the seller

G. Drugs, radioactive substances, infectious substances and chemicals (such as sulfuric acid and ethanol)

H. Gambling-related products (such as playing cards and dice)

I. Package containing more than 200ml liquid (excluding alcohol and spray)

2. **The mobile phones and tablets can be delivered to Malaysia, with each package not more than 2.



Singapore

SLS Limitation and Prohibited Products

1. The following products cannot be currently available for shipping through SLS Standard

Express channels:

a. Fresh food, medicines, medical supplies, e-cigarettes and e-cigarette accessories,

cigarettes, cinerary casket and products with gas (such as rubber balls and basketballs)

b. Currency, counterfeit money, stamps, credit and debit cards, lottery tickets, certificates and

adult products

c. Animal and plant products restricted by the Washington Convention, seeds and plant

extracts subject to animal and plant quarantine

d. Firearm-related items (such as optical sights, model guns and ammunition) and offensive

items (such as iron braces, batons, electric shock device, knives and axes, daggers, slingshots

and swords)

e. Inflammables and explosives (such as inflammable liquids containing alcohol, nail polish,

tooth powder, lighters and compressed gases) and strong magnetic products (such as magnet)

f. Counterfeit commodity and commodity without brand authorization; otherwise the

commodity will be detained by the customs, and fines and fees incurred will be borne by the

seller

g. Drugs, radioactive substances, infectious substances and chemicals (such as sulfuric acid

and ethanol)

h. Electric self-balancing vehicle, pure battery and power bank (all products that can charge

other devices)

i. Gambling-related products (such as mahjong, playing cards and dice)

j. Package containing more than 200ml liquid (excluding alcohol and spray)

2. The mobile phones and tablets can be delivered to Singapore, with each package not more

than 2.



1. The following products cannot be currently available for shipping through SLS Standard Express channels:
A. Electric self-balancing vehicle, pure battery and power bank (all products that can charge other devices)

B. E-cigarettes and e-cigarette accessories, cigarettes, e-money, e-books, credit and debit cards, lottery tickets, certificates, cinerary

casket, sex products, fresh food, medicines, medical supplies and medical aids (such as hearing aids), and various types of

dangerous goods subject to air traffic control

C. Animal and plant products restricted by the Washington Convention, seeds and plant extracts subject to animal and plant

quarantine

D. Firearm-related items (such as optical sights, model guns and ammunition) and offensive items (such as iron braces, batons,

electric shock device, knives and axes, daggers, slingshots and swords)

E. Inflammables and explosives (such as inflammable liquids containing alcohol, nail polish, tooth powder, lighters and compressed

gases), strong magnetic products (such as magnet) and products with gas (such as rubber ball)

F. Counterfeit commodity and commodity without brand authorization; otherwise the commodity will be detained by the customs,

and fines and fees incurred will be borne by the seller

G. Drugs, radioactive substances, infectious substances and chemicals (such as sulfuric acid and ethanol)

H. Gambling-related products (such as playing cards and dice)

I. Package containing more than 200ml liquid (excluding alcohol and spray)

2. Computers, tablets, mobile phones, unmanned aerial vehicles, walkie-talkies and other communication equipment 

can be delivered to Indonesia, with each order not more than 2 sets. 

Indonesia

SLS Limitation and Prohibited Products



E-commerce Related Facilities 

and Policies

Thailand

SLS Limitation and Prohibited Products

The following products cannot be currently available for shipping through SLS Standard Express channels:
A. Inflammable and explosive materials such as nail polish, perfume, tooth powder, lighter and compressed gas, ferromagnetic

products such as magnets, and products with gas such as football.

B. Mobile phones, tablets, desktop computers, unmanned aerial vehicles, walkie-talkies and other communication equipment

C. E-cigarettes and e-cigarette accessories, cigarettes, cinerary caskets, TVs, electronic scales, electric self-balancing vehicles,

magnetic putty and pure battery products

D. Food, all medicine, health care products, medical devices (such as thermometer/sphygmomanometer, beauty products using

laser/needle and Babaka.)

E. Animal and plant products restricted by the Washington Convention, seeds and plant extracts subject to animal and plant

quarantine

F. Sexual-related products such as publications, videos, DVDS and software that contain pornography and obscene language, as well

as products that include sensitive words like Massage

G. Drugs, radioactive substances, infectious substances and chemicals (such as sulfuric acid and ethanol)

H. Products related to gambling, such as dice and playing cards, but excluding chess

I. Counterfeit and suspected infringing products, branded products and unauthorized use of others' copyrights (such as toys with

unauthorized cartoon images) will be confiscated and the seller will be fined unless the authorization documents are provided

J. Firearm-related items and offensive items

K. Packages containing more than 200ml liquid (excluding alcohol and spray)

L. Currency, banknotes and certificates



Vietnam

SLS Limitation and Prohibited Products

The following products cannot be currently available for shipping through SLS Standard Express channels:

a. Food, drugs, health products, drugs, radioactive substances, infectious substances, chemicals (such as sulfuric

acid and ethanol)

e. Inflammables and explosives (such as perfume, alcoholic liquids, tooth powder and lighters)

c. Organisms, animal and plant products restricted by the Washington Convention, seeds and plant extracts subject to

animal and plant quarantine

d. Packages containing more than 200ml liquid (excluding alcohol and spray)

e. Products with gas or air pressure (such as balls and compressed gas sprays), e-cigarettes and e-cigarette

accessories, tobacco and magnetic putty.

f. Currency, counterfeit currency, stamps, credit cards, debit cards, lottery tickets, certificates, cinerary casket, maps,

all books and publications and government or police related items (such as badges, badges or uniforms)

g. Precious metals, gemstones, branded watches and sex toys

h. Mobile phones, tablets and electric self-balancing vehicles

d. Firearm-related items (such as optical sights, model guns, weapons and ammunition) and offensive items (such as

iron braces, batons, electric shock device, knives and axes, daggers, slingshots and swords)

j. Counterfeit or commodities without brand authorization that violate this clause will be confiscated and fined by the

customs
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Traffic composition within website

Free 
traffic 
within 

website

Shop 

dimension

Platforms 

and channels

Search 

optimization
Commodity titles, keywords and labels

Product category

Product price

Shop fans

Shop decoration

Platform marking

Marketing activity

Category attribute: accurate search 

+ highly matched crowd

Commodity planning, price planning 

and free delivery

Followers attracting skills, LiaoLiao

and coupons

Decoration plans and Top Picks

Daily events: theme events and 

seckill in various markets

Platform promotion: Double 9/Double 

10/Double 11/Double 12

Lowest Price Guaranteed



Shopee Traffic Development Dimension

Shop operation Events operation

Fan operationSearchRelease



Do you have the right time for updating?

Note: the time in the figure is local time

Through big data analysis of new commodities, we find 

that

• the right time for updating helps the product get good 

traffic exposure as soon as possible

• the 24-hour traffic support period of gold after the launch 

of new sites in Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam shall be 

attached importance to 

• the first week after updating is the key to attracting product 

traffic



Updating time of Indonesia sites



Recommendation form of updating of Indonesia sites

Ps: please update the Indonesian site in English, and do not put goods on 

sale in large quantities at a time, or the shop will be frozen



Updating time of Thailand and Vietnam sites



Recommendation form of updating of Thailand sites

Ps: Put goods on sale in English in Thailand, and the platform will 

translate the title into local language



Recommendation form of updating of Vietnam sites

Ps: Put goods on sale in English in Vietnam, and the platform will translate the title into local language; 

otherwise, it will be regarded as violating rules for putting goods on sale!



Platform traffic -- events

• Registration channel: [My marketing events] - [My theme events] in the backstage of each site will 

regularly launch event registration notices. Welcome to actively sign up for participation

• Registration skills: Carefully read the product selection and price requirements of events, and 

accurately select the products to increase the probability of being selected;

Select the popular products in shops to participate in the events, and try to provide 

competitive prices to drive the traffic;

Actively sign up for events to 

gain exposure



Platform function - shop promotion setting

My discount event - discounts on commodities

My discount coupon - establishment of shop 

coupon/commodity coupon

Following gift - establishment of following 

coupon

Freight discount - freight coupon setting 

(freight free/freight reduction)

Package discount - bundle sale/multi-piece 

multi-discount

Additional purchase discount - buyers can get 

the exclusive additional purchase price after 

making additional purchase



Platform function - shop promotion setting

Platform function - follower events



Platform traffic - followers

Customer attraction inside the site:

• Get followers by interaction with buyers:

Pay attention to every chat opportunity, and ask the opposite side to follow your shop 

even if he/she doesn't buy your commodities now

• Follower discount:

Sellers can encourage buyers to give a "like" to their products or follow their shops, and 

give discounts or gifts as rewards at the next purchase

• Set up following gift

Buyers who follow a seller's shop for the first time can receive corresponding coupons

• Actively post feed posts

Actively release the trends of popular products/new products in the shop, which can be 

trend/funny matter sharing, to attract the following of buyers, and promote the 

transformation to conclusion of business through coupons;

Customer attraction outside the site:

Attract customers through external websites such as Facebook

Take the initiative to attract followers, interact with followers, and push the news of 

new products to followers when the shop has something new

Actively attract followers to 

improve commodity exposure



Shopee

PART 2

Paid traffic within 

website



Effects of advertising:

√ Promote the conclusion of business

√ Attract visitors into the shop

√ Get more followers

√ Naturally improve the order quantity

√ Help product picture and model 

testing

√ Bring sustained growth to the traffic 

and sales of the whole shop

4

What is

keyword advertising

Keywords advertising is a paid advertising

service launched by Shopee platform,

which can improve the exposure of sellers'

commodities in mobile APPs and platform

web pages. When buyers search for the

corresponding keywords, the commodities

of sellers who have purchased the

keywords advertising service will be

prioritized in the search results, so as to

help sellers come into contact with more

buyers and bring traffic and order growth.

1.When users search 

for the keywords you 

set

2.Your advertised 

commodities will be 

prioritized in the 

product list and attract 

attention first



Marketing center - Shopee ads - create new ads



Create search ads



Create contextual ads



Key indicators of keywords advertising

ROI
投资回报率（Return On Investment）。 The 

result of ROI is usually expressed as a 

percentage, that is, the ratio of input to output.

ROI = sales 

revenue/advertising cost

High CTR, because the commodity/main 

picture/price is attractive

High CR, because the price/comment/description is 

attractive / the commodity size is complete

High ROI, because the cost is 

low and the sales is high

CP

C

CPC (Cost Per Click)

Charge per click.

Total cost = CPC * clicks

Low CPC, because words are located in the front, 

and the competitiveness of words is small

https://www.baidu.com/s?wd=%E6%8A%95%E8%B5%84%E5%9B%9E%E6%8A%A5%E7%8E%87&tn=SE_PcZhidaonwhc_ngpagmjz&rsv_dl=gh_pc_zhidao


Introduction to keywords advertising rules -

product ranking rules
When other sellers also purchase the keywords advertising service, multiple ads 

will appear on the same result page as your products.

Your ad ranking will be affected by the following two factors:

1. Keyword quality score;

2. Single click price set



Introduction to keywords advertising rules -

keyword quality score



General overview of operational skills

High traffic High conversion High sales

Continuous updating

Search

Top promotion

Followers

Charge: keywords 

advertising

Shop decoration

Commodity details

Shop events

Backstage event 

registration

Chat reply



User behavior:

User (customer) Browse Click

ConvertConclude transactions

Introduce traffic Stimulate click

Promote conversion

After-sales



Soul searching to online retailers

Do you know what you're selling?

Does your shop have low-cost customer 

attraction and frequently repurchased products?

How do your products compare with those of 

other similar shops?

Does anyone like your products? Do you want 

to buy your own products?



Thank you！


